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Providing Access to Electronic Journals: The Ohio University Experience

by Laura Hudson and Laura Windsor, Reference Librarians, Ohio University Libraries <hudsonl@ouvaxa.cats.ohiou.edu>

Ohio University, as a member of OhioLINK and of the 20th century, has seen an exponential increase in electronic journals over the past two years. This exciting development has brought challenges for library staff. The challenges to our library span every department and have required making some key decisions about how to handle electronic journal subscriptions. Our focus at this point is on scholarly electronic journals.

Electronic Journals at Ohio University
The scholarly electronic journals which we subscribe to can be divided into several categories: those which we receive through OhioLINK, those which we buy in aggregate (e.g., JSTOR journals and Project MUSE journals), subscriptions to individual journals, and electronic journals which are free with a print subscription. These total in the hundreds, with by far the largest numbers coming from the first two divisions. A listing of our scholarly electronic journals is available at: http://www.library.ohiou.edu/electres/epub/epubjour.htm.

Acquisition of electronic journals
Although OhioLINK has done much of our electronic journals acquisitions for us by acquiring Academic Press and Elsevier Science collections, we also collect individual e-journal titles. Thus, the first hurdle is for a particular bibliographer to become aware of an electronic journal. This can be problematic because not all librarians spend time using the Internet in the course of their regular duties. For this reason, it is helpful if there is somebody in the library who has the time to hunt down e-journals and tell various bibliographers about them.

In our library, we’ve decided to give one person (Laura Hudson) the job of “electronic resources bibliographer.” It is her duty to inform bibliographers of electronic journals in their subject area so that they can inform faculty liaisons and, perhaps, put them on Web-based subject guides. In actuality, because Laura has other duties as well, the task of locating electronic journals has fallen to an in

If Rumors Were Horses

Lots of news this month! The ebulliently fantastic Martha Whittaker <mwhitt@bouldernews.infi.net> is joining Academic Book Center as Vice President of Marketing effective June 1! She will be working out of her Denver office, with regular trips to Portland. Martha says she will keep the same email address as well as a new one at Academic — marthalw@acbc.com. And now we can even reach her at a toll-free number, 888-236-5168. Congratulations, Martha!

Jim Rettig — that fantabulous reference reviewer, among other things — will become University Librarian at the University of Richmond in Richmond, Virginia, on June 10. Congratulations, Jim! Did we tell you that Arnold Hirshon (Vice Provost for Information Resources, Lehigh University) has been named the recipient of the Hugh Atkinson Memorial Award for 1998? The award, $2,000 and a citation, recognizes outstanding accomplishments of an academic librarian who has worked in the areas of library automation or library management, and has made contributions (including risk-taking) towards the improvement of library services, or to library development or research. The Faxon Company also provides a gold giraffe pin from Tiffany’s, symbolizing the “sticking-your-neck-out” aspect of the award, for the winner. The award is jointly
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Questions the task force has dealt with include:

- When is an electronic journal worth cataloging? For now the answer is when we pay for it, either directly, indirectly as part of a print subscription, or through the Ohiolink consortium. However, we are discussing cataloging important free Web journals as time allows.

- What should the location field say? We have several location options based upon access level — Ohiolink only, OU Athens only, Ohio University — which are linked to descriptions of these terms.

- Do we maintain an electronic journals Web page even though we are cataloging the journals? Yes, we have decided to do so. As one astute audience member said during our talk: cataloging e-journals is very useful, but a Web listing creates a virtual stack which people can browse. We also encourage subject bibliographers to list electronic journals on their individual Web-based subject guides. However, the breadth of Internet experience in the library means that we cannot rely on this method alone.

Technology issues

Providing access to electronic journals in the library raises some key issues in terms of library technology. Any weakness in hardware or technical support will cause great headaches for both library patrons and public service staff. It is important to have enough hardware of suitable quality for viewing and printing electronic journals. Many e-journals are using Adobe Acrobat PDF files, so dot matrix printers are not suitable for printing. Slow servers and too many users at the publisher's end mean frustrated patrons at the library end, and slow computers will only compound these problems. It is important to try an e-journal on patron stations, not just desktop stations, which lead to a higher quality.

Software is also an issue — we have had to decide how many helper applications we are willing to support, and have decided that, in general, we just can't provide access to e-journals which use anything other than HTML or PDF. Although there are some important e-journals on the market using other software applications, each application causes problems when running on a network which means headaches for both systems support people and public service people. IP validation or the publisher end is important — without it we have to either write a CGI script to automatically pass the password to the publisher's page based on IP address, or we have to give the password out to our patrons, which involves finding a good method for communicating this information to patrons without communicating it to non-patrons. We have not made the decision to simply quit providing access to electronic publications which do not provide IP validation, but we've certainly discussed the possibility. Of course, the ideal solution would be IP validation with a password option for valid users who are on-campus, but we have not been provided this level of access as of yet.

The bottom line is that everything must be tested several times before it is made available, and appropriate equipment and technical support must be made available. Electronic journals (and other electronic library tools) seem relatively simple and seamless only when a lot of work is put into it behind the scenes.

Communication

Communication is key whenever implementing a new service. In the case of electronic journals it becomes crucial. Public service people need to keep in touch with systems support people about what will work and what won’t. For instance, we had a situation where Adobe Acrobat was not loading properly. Somebody in the systems area found a solution which involved opening Acrobat manually. For us in public service, this was not a solution at all because it complicated our patron’s lives, and we had to let our systems staff know.

As we mentioned, public service people also need to communicate with acquisitions and cataloging staff. This new format shows the holes in our current communications procedures. We’ve dealt with this, although not always entirely effectively, by assigning one
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person in the Reference Department and one person in the Cataloging Department to contact points for their respective areas.

External communication is also important. We need to communicate with publishers and vendors about new content. JSTOR, with their "content update" messages, have been leaders in helping libraries face this hurdle. We need to improve our communications with faculty and students, as well as with our departmental liaisons. Because faculty will be primary users of many electronic journals, communication about this service can improve library-faculty relations greatly. Explaining to faculty why there are speed issues can head off grumbling and help them to understand that this new technology is still just that — new. Our favorite thing to say to a disgruntled patron waiting for their e-journal article to load or print is — "Well, it's faster than interlibrary loan" (cheerful grin). If they are in the library, we then offer to wait for the printout and send it to them via inter campus mail. One thing I have encountered is the belief that we are canceling print subscriptions because we are spending our money on electronic subscriptions. Of course, from our point of view this is not the case. Preemptive communication can offset the damage done by this belief.

Training

Okay, confession time: we made a mistake which we shall not make again for a long, long time. We brought up a new service without training all of our public service staff. This really comes back to communication. Because we in reference all work within shouting distance of each other, we tend to teach each other how to use new things and forget that other departments are more isolated, even though they are just downstairs. Electronic journals seem simple, and they should be. But when you are helping a patron, it is frustrating to be using something you have never seen before, and infuriating when something goes wrong. So the lesson is: train your own staff first! This preliminary training has the added benefit of exposing technical problems, so that they can be solved before making the service public. It is also good public relations to offer training for faculty, staff, and students, and can decrease the amount of time public service staff spend running around helping people with simple electronic journals queries.

Collection development

Although collection development policies are traditionally for subject areas and not formats, a policy on electronic text collecting can be helpful for bibliographers who are uncomfortable making the transition from print to electronic formats. The policy is a place to mention pertinent concerns unique to electronic formats, such as computer systems requirements, whether or not to maintain a print subscription, and evaluating prices and licensing agreements.

Statistics are often used for collection development purposes, and it has always been difficult to gather statistics for journals because, at least at the places where I've worked, journals don't circulate. The possibilities for gathering statistics for e-journals are much greater, because Web servers keep these statistics easily. At the time that we gave this talk, most vendors and publishers were not providing statistics. Now, half a year later, it seems that most are providing them. The challenge is to get all of these various statistics from various vendors with various sorts of systems into a common format which is useful for analysis. We've developed an informal committee to look at statistics for both Web-based databases and e-journals in order to come up with some general guidelines as to what kind of information we need. Again, on our end it would help to give e-journals LC call numbers so that we can analyze our own collections accurately.

License agreements

The question of license agreements reigns large when discussing access to e-journals. From a public service perspective, the most important issue is who can access the journal and how. If they need to type in a password, we need to find a way of getting that password to the patron in a way which is as easy as possible. If the company can do IP address validation, we need to be able to figure out what our IP addresses actually are and who is to be included and excluded — it gets complicated on a large campus with six branches, a hospital, an affiliated hotel, an affiliated regional library and the IP addresses were not apparently allocated in simple chunks but rather in some sort of convoluted manner so that the library includes several numerical ranges, with exceptions within the ranges. Because we want users who are not within the correct IP range to have some sort of an explanation rather than a publisher-allocated "error" message, we maintain our own CGI scripts which check IP address and either pass the user to the journal or to a page containing a gentle "access denied" message with an explanation and the telephone number for the reference desk.

Providing access: a public services viewpoint

When you work at the reference desk helping patrons for two to four hours of your day, it colors the way you look at things. E-journals are, theoretically, very exciting for reasons which we all know: greater access from more locations, possibilities for inter-linking and intra-linking, the possibility for supplemental materials of sorts we perhaps haven't even imagined. And even with the day-to-day headaches of writing new policy, fixing technical problems, sorting out license agreements, and hunting down passwords is intellectually rewarding. What is not rewarding is soothing a frustrated patron who has just waited fifteen minutes for a journal article to load only to have their computer freeze, or watching an undergraduate's eyes glaze over as you describe the steps to get the article they need, or explaining to a professor in another building why they could get to this journal yesterday, but can't today. Clearly, research is a complicated process. We would not be doing our patrons any favors if we simplify the process to the extent of losing functionality. But neither should our public have to deal with computers that freeze, ridiculously slow servers, an undertrained staff, or inconsistent cataloging records. The public should not need to know how to use six helper applications in order to access an article. From a public service perspective, patrons should not be used as test cases, and to treat them as such will put the reputation of the library at risk. Clearly, libraries need to test new products extensively, support them appropriately, train staff members, work with publishers and vendors to find ways of improving the service, and write policies to deal with the issues that electronic journals create — preferably before providing extensive access in a public setting.

NB: This paper is based on a talk given at the 1997 Charleston Conference.
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Hmnm.. In Australia, government documents aren't automatically in the public domain. You should check out what Lloyd Rich says in this issue about the United States and public domain documents, see this issue, p. 46.

Whatever happened to Glenn Jaeger? Well, the former Vice President of Alfred Jaeger, Inc. and manager of The Faxon Company has started his own business with partner Tracey Clarke (also formerly of Faxon) called Absolute Backorder Service, Inc. (that's Absolute with an "e" - not the vodka). Absolute is a backorder fulfillment service which supplies periodicals to universities worldwide. Glenn is also the new father of a baby girl! With a new business and a new addition to the family, you can see he is going to continue to be pretty busy! If you want to find out more about Absolute, visit their website at http://www.absolute-inc.com.

Quite a few of you are visiting the ATG homepage! A recent visitor was Marseille (Marcy) Pride (Collection Management/Interlibrary Loan, University of Maryland, Baltimore County, 1000 Hilltop Circle, Baltimore, MD 21250; voice: (410) 455-2341; fax: (410) 455-1061 <pride@umbc.edu>) who was requesting information on this year's Charleston Conference!

I plan to be there! Barbara Moran (Dean and Professor, School of Information and Library Science, UNC-Chi) sends word that Beta Phi Mu is planning to resume its annual lecture series at this summer's ALA and the first speaker in the series is Dr. Edward G. Holley speaking on the topic of "Librarianship and Scholarship through Five Decades: A Personal View," on Sunday, June 28th, in the Dolly continued on page 29
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